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1. General Thoughts:

This will be an easy year to remember in history as it was the Corona Virus Year. I certainly do hope it is just a year of concern. Most of this first year in leadership has been listening in on PD, legislative and Executive Board conversations, truly drinking from a fire-hose of information. And I have truly enjoyed it!

2. Strategic Plan Activities:

I think planning for summer has been the most recent focus with PD put on by Shani and Tim. Legislative discussions continue as the Legislative session is winding down. It looks like CTSO’s are the biggest winner in funding.

3. Matters of Interest:

Corona Virus has taken center stage cancelling Technology Students Associations onsite conference and shut down all large, indoor group activities.

4. Executive Committee Activities:

Bi monthly GTM’s have been regular activities though I have missed a couple. The session grid has filled up quicker than in the past because deadlines were moved up. Several sub-sections have filled up.